Parent-of-origin, imprinting, mitochondrial, and X-linked effects in traits related to alcohol dependence: presentation Group 18 of Genetic Analysis Workshop 14.
The participants of Presentation Group 18 of Genetic Analysis Workshop 14 analyzed the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism data set to investigate sex-specific effects for phenotypes related to alcohol dependence. In particular, the participants looked at imprinting (which is also known as parent-of-origin effect), differences between recombination fractions for the two sexes, and mitochondrial and X-chromosomal effects. Five of the seven groups employed newly developed or existing methods that take imprinting into account when testing for linkage, or test for imprinting itself. Single-marker and multipoint analyses were performed for microsatellite as well as single-nucleotide polymorphism markers, and several groups used a sex-specific genetic map in addition to a sex-averaged map. Evidence for paternal imprinting (i.e., maternal expression) was consistently obtained by at least two groups at genetic regions on chromosomes 10, 12, and 21 that possibly harbor genes responsible for alcoholism. Evidence for maternal imprinting (which is equivalent to paternal expression) was consistently found at a locus on chromosome 11. Two groups applied extensions of variance components analysis that model a mitochondrial or X-chromosomal effect to latent class variables and electrophysiological traits employed in the diagnosis of alcoholism. The analysis, without using genetic markers, revealed mitochondrial or X-chromosomal effects for several of these traits. Accounting for sex-specific environmental variances appeared to be crucial for the identification of an X-chromosomal factor. In linkage analysis using marker data, modeling a mitochondrial variance component increased the linkage signals obtained for autosomal loci.